Kids Wake-Up Light
Glow in the dark buttons
Fall asleep sunset simulation
Personalize with sticker sets
HF3503/01

The Wake-Up Light designed for kids
Fall asleep at ease and wake up refreshed
Designed for helping kids to fall asleep at ease and wake up refreshed, this Wake-Up Light is a great sleep
buddy. And, you can sleep better knowing your kid enjoys a sunrise wake up every morning. To be used under
adults supervision.
Natural sunrise and sunset simulation
Sunrise Simulation wakes your kid gradually
Sunset simulation to fall asleep at ease
The Wake-Up Light clinically proven to work
Glow in the dark buttons and print
Adjustable light for reading in bed
Customize the light with the included sticker set
Easy snooze on tap
Select one of two beeps for wake up
Designed for kids: glow in the dark elements & stickers
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Highlights
Simulate natural sunrise

Snooze

Glow in the dark and sticker

Inspired by nature's sunrise, light gradually
increases within 30 minutes until the kids
bedroom is ﬁlled with bright yellow light. This
process of changing an increasing light
stimulates the natural wake up. By the time
light has ﬁlled the room one out of 2 beeps will
wake your child so they are ready for the day
ahead.

Tap the top of the light to stop the sound, leave
the light on and start snooze. After 9 minutes
the sound will gently start again.

The Kids Wake-Up Light features a spaceship
print on the light face and buttons glowing in
the dark. Also, included sticker sets allow your
kids to make their Wake-Up Light their own.
We recommend to watch and support your kids
as they decorate the light.

Wake up beeps

Proven technology

Sunset simulation
The integrated sunset simulation program
helps kids that want to fall asleep with light by
gradually decreasing the light over 30 minutes.
Bed side reading light

Light level preference is diﬀerent for everyone.
With 10 light intensities your child can
personalize their brightness for reading or
relaxing.

At the set wake-up time, your choice of two
gentle beeps will play, increasing in volume, to
help your child wake up.
Philips wake-up lights are clinically proven to
improve your general wellbeing after waking
up. Several independent studies have shown
that our wake-up light improves the quality of
waking up, improves your mood and makes
you feel more refreshed in the morning.
Ninety-two percent of adult users say our
wake-up light wakes them up pleasantly,
while 88% of users say that the wake-up light
is a better way to wake up than how they did
before.*
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Speciﬁcations
Easy to use
Anti-slip rubber feet
Snooze type: Smart snooze
Display brightness control: 4 settings
Instore demo function
Number of alarm times: 1
Tap snooze for sound: 9 minutes
Sound
Number of Wake-up Sounds: 2
Music from smartphone / iPod: No
Well-being by light
Drift to sleep naturally
Increase energy in morning
Wake up gradually by light

Natural light
Brightness settings: 10
Light intensity: 200 lux
Sunrise simulating process: 30 minutes
Colors in sunrise simulation: Bright Yellow
Fall Asleep function
Product details
Housing back: Shiny white
Type of lamp: LED
Box dimensions (WxHxD): 200 x 200 x 130
mm
Box weight: 600 gram
Wake-up light dimensions: 180 x 180 x 115 mm
Wake-up light weight: 290 gram
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Wake-up light insulation: Class III (to be
powered by class II power plug)
Replaceable lamp: No
Power
Cord Length EU/US: 150/180 cm
Insulation class: Class II (double isolation)
Rated Input Power: 7.5 W
Rated Input Voltage: 100-240 Vac, 50/60 Hz
Rated Output Power: 5.4 W
Rated Output Voltage: 15 Vdc
Safety and Regulations
To wake up with light: Not for general
illumination
UV-free
Country of origin: China

* *(Blauw Research 2008, N=477 users)

